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Medieval legislation, or law books from the Middle Ages obtaining a historical influence similiar 

to legislation, saw a long history of impact throughout premodern times. However, references to 

medieval legal texts were often kept in the modern era also, in some regions particularily 

strongly. While this might seem somewhat obvious in the case of non-codified countries, even 

there, the validity of medieval legislation was subject to several legal and political varieties. 

Wherever legal modernity took the path of an ever more sweeping codification, however, the 

relevance of medieval legal tradition tended to assume a rather sublime and indirect form being 

still included in actual legal cases sometimes, though mostly shifting into the realm of historical 

discourses on political identity. Here, variety prevails even more, and there is little reason to 

expect uniformity when looking at different countries and their positions towards the legacy of 

their medieval laws. 

This provokes a comparative outlook: What did medieval legislations mean to their modern 

interpreters? While there is endless literature on this question as to specific national perspectives, 

this conference focuses on the many national or territorial approaches seen together. The 

conference has three sections, each illustrating different aspects of the theme. 

I. Middle Ages, Modernity, and medivalisms after 1850 

In a first section, an overview shall be pursued that addresses the different discourses being 

conducted in political modernity, an era of rapid and frequently precipitous change, about 

medieval legislation and law. Within each national history, the "middle ages" were often 

assumed as a stable and genuinely authentic epoch. Can any further common features be seen in 

the various national debates? Even within Europe, great variations prevail if one compares, for 

example, French, English or German language discussions and imaginations about medieval law 

since 1850. At the same time, many axioms were intertwined with each other, as were European 

nationalisms themselves. The middle ages, and medieval law, often served as an object of 

projection within the various discussions about the needs of the industrialized present and its 

future. Here, a specific focus on the medieval came up which meant a particularily strong version 

of modern medievalism. At the same time, several general patterns in modern conversations 

about medieval legislation and law might be found beyond the European continent also. The 

range of these very diverse modern discourses on medieval legislation, and their trajectories, 

shall be presented in different papers in order to adopt a comparative perspective. 
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II. Vanishing validities of medieval laws and legislation 

 

A second section shall highlight the comparative history of what could be called the vanishing 

validities of medieval laws and legislation. The massive juridification of high and late medieval 

European society had profound effects in the centuries to come. However, the well-documented 

emergence of law codes and legal institutions is not matched by an equal research on the many 

afterlives medieval law and legislation have had in early modern and modern time. Therefore, 

to study this process comparatively will be a novelty. For obvious reasons, the process of 

vanishing validities around Europe, or even globally, differed markedly as it became part of the 

history of complex territorial - and later on - national legal systems. In the Nordic countries for 

example, new law codes of the late 17th and early 18th Century, either replaced or transformed 

parts of the medieval law codes of the 13th and 14th Century now aligned to the new absolutist 

states. In other places, this process of vanishing validities were more complicated and reached 

far into the modernity and its codifications. Formally, the Liber Augustalis (1231) was first 

abolished at the beginning of the 19th Century. The seminar will both address legal-historical 

methodological issues and some historical examples of the transformation of medieval law and 

codes into modernity. 

III. Saving legal norms through editions 

An interesting legal-cultural phenomenon of modern times is the large and enduring investments 

in new ground-breaking, learned editions of medieval law codes and laws. Often, these editions 

were prompted by the deep realignement which founded political modernity and brought about 

its nation state, as can be seen with the establishment of French Archives Nationales in 1790. 

Accordingly, they hauled many an ideal, for they related to law, politics, culture, and scholarship. 

The turn to methodological accuracy pursuing a clear canon of editorial techniques not only 

reflected new trends in philosophy of science since 1800, it also became the vehicle of many 

different actors’ interests, a famous example of which are Monumenta Germaniae Historica 

(1819). During first half of the 19th century, Swedish and Norwegian professors and politicians 

initiated massive and costly editions of medieval legislations based on innovative archival 

research. In most countries, these scientific projects have continued uninterruptedly until today. 

They assemble a kind of textual fundament for medievalism within legal modernity. For a long 

time, they were strongly interwoven with their correspondent national dicourse’s political 

agenda, as well. The role of philology, of historical research, debates about legal relevance, and 

the law codes as cultural artefacts all affected these editorial works which will be better grasped 

when looked at comparatively. 


